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WEAKLY CONTINUOUS OPERATORS . 
APPLICATIONS T O DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
JAN FRANCU, Brno 
(Received August 31, 1992) 
Summary. The paper is a supplement to a survey by J. Francu: Monotone operators, 
A survey directed to differential equations, Aplikace Matematiky, 35(1990), 257-301. An 
abstract existence theorem for the equation Au = b with a coercive weakly continuous 
operator is proved. The application to boundary value problems for differential equations 
is illustrated on two examples. Although this generalization of monotone operator theory 
is not as general as the M-condition, it is sufficient for many technical applications. 
Keywords: monotone operators, weakly continuous operators, existence theorems, 
boundary value problems for differential equations, heat conduction equation, Navier-
Stokes equations. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a supplement to the survey paper [1] dealing with applications of ab­
stract monotone operator theory to existence theorems in boundary value problems 
for differential equations. Dealing with existence of a solution for a Navier-Stokes 
problem, I found a simpler abstract existence theorem. Instead of monotony, pseu-
domonotony, M-condition or strong continuity it is sufficient to assume weak conti­
nuity of the operator. Although the theorem is not as general as the M-condition 
operator case, it covers many technically important cases as we will show by two 
examples. 
The weakly continuous operators have some "users friendly" properties, e.g. their 
sum and multiple is again weakly continuous; linear continuous operators and most 
quasilinear differential operators are weakly continuous. 
It was surprising for me that studying the extensive literature on monotone oper­
ators I have not met this simple and useful existence theorem. 
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The first section proves the abstract existence theorem, the second contains some 
"useful" properties of weakly continuous operators and the third illustrates the ap-
plication to two examples. For details dealing with the weak formulation and further 
references we refer to [1]. We follow the notation introduced in [1]. 
1. EXISTENCE THEOREM 
1.1. Notation. Let V be a reflexive Banach space and A an operator acting 
from the space V to its dual space V. As in [1] we shall denote the strong convergence 
in V (\\un — u\\y —• 0) by un —> u and the weak convergence in V ((b,un — u) —• 0 
V6 G V) by tin —* u. The convergences in V are denoted in the same way. Due 
to reflexivity, the weak convergence bn —- b in V is equivalent to (bn — 6, u) —• 0 
VtiG V. 
We shall deal with the surjectivity of the operator A, i.e. the existence of a solution 
to the equation with a right-hand side 6 G V 
(\.\) Au = b. 
Let us recall that the equation (1.1) is an operator equation. The problem reads 
as follows: 
(1.1') Find u G V such that (Au,v) = (b,v) Vv G V. 
1.2. Theorem. Let V be a reflexive separable Banach space and A: V —* V an 
operator which is 
- weakly continuous, i.e. 
(1.2) un —* u = > Aun —- Au, 
- coercive, i.e. 
/ . «v i. (Au,u) 
(1.3) hm x ., . ' = oo. 
IM-oo ||if|| 
Then A is surjective, i.e. equation (1.1) has a solution for each b G V. 
P r o o f . We prove the theorem in four steps. 
1. We construct a sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces Vn and a sequence of 
approximate problems. 
Since the space V is separable, it contains a countable dense subset. Excluding the 
linearly dependent terms, we obtain a linearly independent sequence {w\, w?, u>3,...}. 
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The first n terms wi, u>2,.. •, wn generate the space Vn. Thus we obtain a sequence 
of finite-dimensional subspaces Vn C V. 
The sequence {Vn} has the following approximation property: 
(1.4) Vv € V 3{vn} such that vn e Vn and vn -> v. 
Each finite-dimensional subspace Vn C V defines an approximate problem—the 
so-called Galerkin approximation of the original one: 
(1.5) Find izn € 14 such that (Auni v) = (6, v) VveVn. 
2. We prove that the finite-dimensional problem (1.5) has a solution un. 
Let Vn be a finite-dimensional subspace generated by {u>i, tv2,... >wn}. Taking 
the coordinates of an element un £ Vn with respect to the base {u>i,..., wn}, the 
space Vn can be identified with R
n by the mapping 
Un = X\WX + X2™2 + . . . + XnWn £ Vn * • X = ( a ? i , X 2 , - . . . * n ) € R" 
The equality in (15) with v = w\, . . . , wn yields a vector equation f(x) = y in 
Rn. Indeed, the mapping / : Rn —• Rn is given by f(x) = {(A( Ylxjwj)^ wi)} anc^ 
y= W,">.)},-eR". i 
Thus the problem (1.5) is equivalent to a vector equation f(x) = y on Rn. 
Since the weak and the strong convergence on a finite-dimensional subspace co-
incide, the mapping / is continuous. The coercivity of a mapping restricted to a 
subspace is preserved. Therefore the existence of un follows e.g. from Theorem 2.5 
in [1]: 
Let / : Rn —> Rn be a continuous coercive mapping and y £ Rn. 
Then the equation f(x) = y has a solution. 
The theorem is a consequence of the well known Brouwer theorem. 
3. We extract a subsequence {unt} weakly converging to an element u 6 V. 
Let K = ||6||. According to the definition of the limit (1.3) there exists a positive 
constant L such that 
| |«| |>L ==> \\Au\\>y^L>K. 
Transposition of this implication yields 
(1.6) IMu.,11 = ||6„|| ^ K => IKH^L . 
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We have obtained an estimate for un independent of n. Since the space V is 
reflexive, the sequence {un} contains a subsequence {un/} weakly converging to an 
element u £ V: 
(1.7) un> —- u. 
4. We prove that the limit u is a solution of the problem (1.1). 
Since the operator is weakly continuous, (1.7) implies 
(1.8) Aun,-^ Au. 
A weakly converging sequence is bounded, thus 
(1.9) H-4MKC. 
We prove that u is a solution to (1.1'). Let v 6 V be arbitrary. Due to the 
approximation property (1.4) there exists a sequence {vn}, vn £ Vn, vn —* v. We 
take (1.5) with v = vn and pass to the limit using (1.8): 
(Aun,,vn,) = (Aun,,vn, - v) -f (Aun,,v) —• (-4u,v), 
since the first term tends to zero due to (1.9) and \\vn — v\\ —> 0. 
On the other hand, due to (1.5) we have 
(.4un/,tv) = (b,vn,) —• (b,v). 
Thus the limit u is a solution and the proof is completed. • 
1.3. Remarks. Since weak continuity implies continuity on finite-dimensional 
subspaces required by the proof, the usual assumption of continuity can be omitted. 
Actually this is no generalization since the theorem on Nemyckij operators yields 
continuity. 
The assumption of coercivity can be omitted if we ensure in another way the exis-
tence of approximate solutions un to finite-dimensional problems and find a bounded 
convex set containing the approximate solutions un. Naturally, then the existence 
need not hold for all right-hand sides b € V. 
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2. WEAKLY CONTINUOUS OPERATORS 
We introduce some propositions which facilitate the verification of the assumption. 
2.1. Proposition. The set of weakly continuous operators A: V —* V forms a 
linear space, i.e. if A\, Ai are weakly continuous and c £ R then A\ + A 2 and cAi 
is also weakly continuous. 
The assertion is a simple consequence of the definitions. It allows to split the 
operator into a sum of operators and verify their weak continuity separately. 
2.2. Proposition. A linear continuous operator on a reflexive Banach space is 
weakly continuous. 
P r o o f . Let A: V —* V be a linear continuous operator and let un —> u. Let 
us introduce the adjoint operator to A—the operator A* : V —> V—defined by 
(A*v,u) = (Au,v) Vu,veV. 
Obviously A* is also continuous. Then for any v £ V we have A*v G V and un —- u 
implies Aun —- Au since 
(Aun — Au, v) = (A*v, un — u) —• 0. 
D 
2.3. In general for nonlinear operators we can only assert that a strongly continu-
ous operator is weakly continuous, see [1], Lemma 6.2. In case of differential operators 
for boundary value problems we can say more. We introduce two propositions. They 
assert that the operator is both well defined and weakly continuous. 
2.4. Differential operators. Let il be a bounded domain in R^ with a Lipschitz 
boundary and let V be a closed subspace of Sobolev space Wk,p(f2), (k = 1, 2, 3, 
. . . , p € ( l , o o ) ) . 
An operator A: V —• V1 is defined by its values on V, i.e. by defining (Au, v). 
2.5. Proposition. Let A: V —• V be an operator on V given by 
(2.2) {Au, v)= f h(,dQhi, d°"u,..., d°"»u) d^v dx, 
Jn 
where dai ,d& denote partial derivatives (of orders 0, 1, 2, . . . , k). 
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Let the following assumptions be satisfied with constants p\9 ..., Pm* 9, r £ [1, oo] 
satisfying 1/r -f \/q = 1 (e.g. for p = oo we put 1/p = 0). 
(1) Tiie function A: Q x Rm —• R satisfies the assumptions of the theorem on 
Nemyckij operators with constants pi, r (see [1], 8.9), i.e. it satisfies 
(a) Caratheodory conditions: h(x,£) is measurable in x for all £ € Rm and 
continuous in £ for almost all x € O, 
(b) growth condition: 
- i fp i ,P2 , . . . ,Pm,rG [l,oo) then 
m 
(2.3) \h(x,tu.. .,&»)! ̂  ff(*) + c £ |&|p'/r, 
1 = 1 
where <7 E Lr(Q) and c is a positive constant, 
- i f p i , P 2 , . . . , p , = oo, p ,+ i , . . . ,p m , r < oo then 
(2.3') |A(r,6,. . . ,^m)Kc(^|6|)f^)+ J2 K«'lP,/r 
M = l ' "- i=* + l 
where g € Lr(Q) and c(t) is a continuous function, 
- if r = oo then 
(2.3") |A0r ,£ , ,6 , - . ,6n) l ^ const. < oo. 
(2) Linear mappings 
(2.4) £,-: V — LPi(/2), £iti = d
Qtu 
are strongly continuous fori = 1,2,..., m, i.e. they map weakly converging sequences 
in V to sequences strongly converging in LPt; and 
(2.5) C: V — Lq(Q), Cv = d
pv 
is a continuous mapping. Then the operator A is well defined and weakly continuous. 
P r o o f . Let {un} be a weakly convergent sequence in V. Since the mappings 
(2.4) are strongly continuous we have strong convergences 
dQtun -> d
Q'u in LPt(Q) for i = 1, 2, . . . , m. 
According to the theorem on Nemyckij operators, the mapping 
dQ*u,dQ*u,...,dQmu K- h(,dQ*u,dQ*u,...,dQmu) 
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is continuous and thus 
(2.6) M.,0 a i t in , . . . ,3
a m t in ) —- / ,( ,0
a4i, . . . ,Sa '*ti) mLr(Q). 
Let v € V. Due to (2.5) d?v e Lq(fl) = [Lr(f2)]\ thus (^tin,v) — (jtti,v) and the 
proof is completed. O 
2.6. Proposition. Let A: V —• V be an operator on V given by 
(2.7) (,4ti,t;)= / aaoti/ j(-,f9a ,ti,aa2ti, . . . ,aa '"ti)^t;dx, 
Jn 
where dQou denotes a partial derivative of order k and the others are the same as in 
Proposition 2.5. 
Let the following assumptions be satisfied with constants p\,... , p m , 7, r 6 [1,00]: 
Let the assumptions (1), (2) of Proposition 2.5 be satisfied with some constants 
P\, «• •> Pm, r, q (p is the exponent in \Vh>p(fi)) satisfying 
(28) i + ; + i = 1-
p r q 
Then the operator A is well defined and weakly continuous. 
P r o o f . Let {tin} be a weakly convergent sequence in V. Clearly d
Qoun —* d
Qou 
in Lp(fl). Using the same argument as in the previous proof we obtain (2.6). Due 
to relation (2.8) we can write 
(,4tin - >lti, v) = / [d
Qoun - d
Qou] A(., 0a it i , . . . , 0Q^u)Opv dx + 
Jn 
+ / dQoun [A(,5
a itin , . . . ,5
a '»tin)-/ i( . ,a
aHi,. . . ,5a '»ti)]^t;dx. 
Jn 
The first term tends to zero due to the weak convergence da°un —- 9
a°ti, the sec-
ond due to the boundedness of {dQ°un} and the strong convergence (2.6) in the 
corresponding spaces. Hence the weak continuity of operator A follows. D 
Roughly speaking, the "well" defined differential operators in divergence form 
which are linear in the highest derivatives of the unknown (or independent of them) 
and continuous in the lower order derivatives of the unknown are weakly continuous. 
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3 . APPLICATION 
We want to illustrate the application of the abstract existence Theorem 1.2. There-
fore, we concentrate on verification of weak continuity while for the other analysis 
(the weak formulation etc.) we refer to [1]. 
We start with the problem introduced in [1], Section 8, Example III. 
Example I. Stationary nonlinear heat-conduction equation 
3.1. Formulation of the problem. Let Q be a bounded domain in RN (N = 2 
or 3) with a Lipschitz boundary dQ divided into two parts Fo, A- We assume that 
Fo has a positive surface measure. 
We shall consider the equation 
<"> -££[«<*•< 
S 
= / in Q 
(the sums will be from 1 to N) with mixed boundary conditions 
(3.2) u = 0 on Fo, y£2a(x1u)—ni = g on Fi. 
Let us recall that the problem describes the steady state of heat conduction (u(x) 
— temperature) in a body occupying the volume Q with internal heat sources / . 
Function a(z,£) describes heat conduction properties of the material. On the bound-
ary, temperature or heat flow is prescribed. To simplify the problem we consider zero 
stable boundary conditions only. The nonhomogeneous case u = Uo on Fo causes 
merely technical difficulties, see [1], 8.15. 
3.2. Weak formulation. The space V is defined as the closure of the set {u G 
Cl(Q), u = 0 on Fo} in the norm of the Sobolev space Wl,2(Q). The space V is a 
reflexive separable Banach space. 
We define the operator A: V —+V and the functional 6 G V by the relations 
(3.3) (Au,v) = J ^ a ( x , n ) ^ ^ d x u,veV, 
(3.4) (6, v)= [ fvdx+ [ gvdS v G V. 
Jn JA 
The problem can be formulated as follows: 
(3.5) Find u G V such that (Au, v) = (6, v) Vv G V. 
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3.3. Just if icat ion and applicat ion of t h e abs t rac t existence theorem. To 
ensure b € V we assume 
(3.6) / G L 2 ( f l ) , g£L2(rl). 
Further, we use Proposition 2.6 to prove that the operator A is "well" defined and 
weakly continuous. 
We assume that the coefficient a(x,f) satisfies the Caratheodory conditions and 
the growth condition (2.3"), 
(3.7) K - r - O l ^ c ( c < o o ) . 
Each term of the sum (3.3) is of the form (2.7). Indeed, with m = 1, 
the right-hand side of (2.7) converts into one term in (3.3). The assumptions (1) 
with (2.3") were supposed with p = p\ = q = 2, r = oo. The identity mapping (2.4) 
Wl,2(f2) —• L2(Q) is a compact imbedding while the linear mapping (2.5) u •-> J j -
is continuous from Wl'2(Q) —• L2(£2). 
Thus each term is well defined and weakly continuous and the same holds for their 
sum due to Proposition 2.1. 
It remains to prove the coercivity of the operator A. It is guaranteed by the 
assumption 
(3.8) a(x,£)>a (a > 0) 
since [/JZ( J l r ) 2 ] 1 ' 2 f ° r m s a n equivalent norm on V. 
We can conclude: If (3.6)-(3.8) is satisfied then the problem (3.5) has a solution. 
Example I I . S ta t ionary Navier-Stokes equat ions 
3.4. Formulation of t h e problem. Let Q be a bounded domain in HN (N = 2 
means the plane case, N = 3 the space case) with a Lipschitz boundary P. We shall 
consider the following system of equations called stationary Navier-Stokes equations: 
*"^ d2Ui v-^ dui dp « . . . ^ 
(»•») - E a V + E « i ^ 7 = /. + ̂  .-.1......V in 17, 
i J i J 
(3.io) E ^ : = 0 in * 
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Where the sums are from 1 to N. For the sake of simplicity we consider the homoge-
neous Dirichlet boundary condition 
(3.11) u = Q on F. 
The system describes the steady state flow of incompressible viscous liquid occu-
pying the volume Q subjected to given external volume forces / = {fi(x)}. The 
introduced boundary condition (3.11) means that the liquid is closed within fixed 
walls. 
The flow is described by two unknowns: velocity vector u = {ui(x)} and scalar 
pressure p = p(x). 
The first equation is the equation of motion: the first term on the left-hand side 
is the viscous term with v—the constant of viscosity, the second is the convection 
term. The second equation is the equation of continuity. 
3.5. Weak formulation. We shall look for a solution in the space V defined as 
the closure of the set 
(3.12) {tie [cx(n)]N, X l S i = 0 i n r ? ' t i = 0 o n r } 
in the norm of the vector Sobolev space [IV1 >2({2)]N. The space V is a separable 
reflexive Banach space. 
We multiply the i-th equation (3.9) by a function v,, integrate it over Q and sum 
them up. Applying the Green theorem to the viscous term and the term with the 
pressure we obtain 




Taking ti, v £ V the integrals over F vanish due to v = 0 on P. The integral with 
pressure p vanishes due to £ fj*" = 0- Moreover, u £ V implies that the condition 
(3.10) is satisfied; thus (3.10) can be omitted. 
We define: a bilinear form a(-, •), a trilinear form b(•,-,), an operator A: V —• V9 
and a functional b £ V9 by the relations 
«(«••)= / Y.P-P-«*> *(«,*>")= / T,"j%rv<d*> 
Jn^dxj Oxj Jn j-f ox, 
(3.13) " >,) 3 3 '•> 
(Au, v) = o(«, v) + b(u, u, v), (/. f) = / E f*Vi dx-
Jn ,• 
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In the above introduced notation the problem can be formulated as follows: 
(3.14) Find ueV such that {Au, v) = (/, v) Vw € V. 
R e m a r k . The weak formulation does not contain the pressure p. One can 
prove that for any sufficiently smooth weak solution u of (3.14) there exists a function 
p such that u, p is a solution to (3.9)-(3.11). 
3.6. Justification and application of the abstract existence theorem. In 
order to ensure / 6 V we assume / 6 [-^2(-^)]N-
The bilinear form a(-, •) is continuous on V x V. Due to Proposition 2.2 the first 
part of A is weakly continuous. 
The trilinear form 6(-, •, •) consists of terms f Uj^Vi dx which are of type (2.7) 
with m = 1, 
ll(',0 = t a ° ° U = | ^ , fl^ttrrtlj, d0V = Vi. 
Using Proposition 2.6 we prove that the term is well defined and weakly continuous. 
The assumptions are satisfied with p = 2, p\ = r = q = 4. Indeed, (2.3), (2.8) hold 
and the linear mappings (2.4), (2.5) are imbeddings 
with p = 2,g = 4 which hold for N ^ 4. In addition, the imbedding is compact in 
our case N ̂  3. 
Due to Proposition 2.1 the operator A is well defined and weakly continuous. Thus 
we have justified the weak formulation (3.14) of the problem. 
It remains to prove that the operator A is coercive. We make use of the equality 
(3.16) 6(u,u,u) = 0 u£V. 
Applying the Green theorem for t; = 0 on F we obtain 
6(u,t; , iv)= / y2uJ^-Wi dx ~ ~ / y^a-^iWidx- / Y^UjVi^-dx. 
Jn ij dXj Jn ij dXj Jn fj °Xj 
The first integral on the right-hand side vanishes due to u £ V and we can obtain 
6(u, v, w) = —6(u, w, v). For u = v = w equality (3.16) follows. 
Taking (3.16) into account we have (Au,u) = a(u,u) ^ \\u\\v and coerciveness 
follows, since [a(u, u)]a forms an equivalent norm on V. 
We can conclude: For f G [L2(Q)]
N the problem (3.15) admits a solution. 
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R e m a r k . Nonhomogeneous boundary conditions cause some difficulties in the 
proof of coerciveness of the operator, a special "cut off' function should be used. 
For small / also uniqueness can be proved, see e.g. [2]. 
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